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Executive Summary

Across the country, environmental justice (EJ) organizations and communities of color are leading influential campaigns 
and initiatives aimed at protecting public health, developing stronger climate and environmental policies, and building 
new economies rooted in Just Transition principles. However, the power and scale of grassroots environmental justice 
organizations are often misunderstood or overlooked by philanthropy, despite a long record of community organizing and 
action. As a result, funding disparities persist, and the most important voices acting on behalf of equitably adapting to and 
mitigating climate change and environmental degradation are often excluded from critical decision-making processes. 

This study of the underlying dynamics of misalignment between the philanthropic and environmental justice sectors in 
the Midwest and Gulf South regions confirms that environmental funders are largely granting to mainstream en-
vironmental organizations (99%), with just a tiny fraction (1 percent) going to environmental justice 
organizations. While it is clear there are barriers to alignment between philanthropy and the EJ sector, it is equally clear 
that there are significant areas of opportunity. 

Both funders and EJ groups cited many of the same priority issue areas, signaling alignment, including movement- 
building, civic participation, energy, water initiatives, economic and racial justice, and climate change. 
However, there were distinctions in how the two sectors conceptualized and addressed these priorities. Where EJ or-
ganizations were focused on multiple, intersecting social, economic, and environmental issues using community-based 
organizing and direct-action strategies, funders focused on more traditional environmental policy making and advocacy 
issues. Thus, even when the two sectors used similar language to articulate their priorities, the underlying meanings and 
approaches diverged or were subject to broad interpretation making it difficult to establish alignment in the strategies 
used to carry out organizational goals. There was also a lack of clarity or gaps in terms of the definitions the two sectors 
use when referencing environmental justice organizations and environmental justice or grassroots activities. 

Interviews with leaders in the environmental justice and philanthropic sectors in the two regions revealed some clear driv-
ers of misalignment that cut across both groups, including:
• Access to funding, information, processes, and guidelines from the philanthropic sector were all elements that the 

EJ organizations point to in terms of the key barriers to accessing greater resources. The limited transparency of the 
philanthropic sector also leads to limited access to decision-making power and relationships of trust between founda-
tion and EJ staff. 

• Capacity of EJ organizations was a barrier because of limited resources and administrative infrastructure, with many 
organizations specifically noting low development and communications capacity. Philanthropy highlighted limited 
staffing capacity for establishing trusting relationships with many dispersed EJ organizations.

• Racism was a dominant driver of misalignment mentioned by both sectors. It was discussed in various forms, in-
cluding structural and institutional racism, white privilege, white supremacy, and implicit bias. These forms of racism 
within philanthropy and the broader society result in systemic under resourcing of groups and communities that are 
underrepresented in environmental decision-making spaces. 

• Ideology in the form of divergent world views and theories of change, informs the strategies of EJ organizations and 
philanthropic institutions. These ideologies can lead philanthropy to shy away from funding the EJ movement which 
may be perceived as less effective or as more overtly political or riskier in terms of their strategies. 

In addition, important opportunities for better alignment emerged from the interviews with foundation and EJ staff. Some 
of these opportunities include: 
• Commitments to Relationship Building & Access - Both philanthropy and EJ organizations can benefit from 

investing in opportunities to come together and build deeper relationships grounded in trust and shared meanings. 
By building stronger ties, both sectors can set a course for more transparent, accessible, and impactful work. These 
efforts will likely require sustained, long-term efforts with willing participation and experimentation from both sectors. 

• Investing in Capacity Building - The lack of capacity that hampers the EJ sector’s effectiveness presents short-
term opportunities for philanthropy to better align with grassroots organizations. Investments in administrative, com-
munications, and development functions of EJ organizations can be leveraged for long-term sustainability of the EJ 
movement and relationship building between the two sectors. 
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• Tackling Racism & Structural Power - The root causes of environmental injustice require a direct acknowledge-
ment of the ways in which philanthropy reflects the racism embedded in society. The increased interest and recogni-
tion of racial equity, diversity, and inclusion by philanthropy opens up a window to better center and prioritize funding 
to the EJ, grassroots organizations that are rooted in and led by people of color, and Indigenous and low-income com-
munities.

• Leveraging the Power of Intermediaries - Intermediary organizations have grown in number and influence as 
important bridges between local EJ organizations and funders. By creating a shared set of standards for transparency 
and funding to flow directly to local EJ organizations, these intermediaries can help fill a critical role between the two 
sectors.  

The urgency of climate change and rising inequality poses serious threats to humanity. Both philanthropy and the EJ move-
ment have important roles to play, and the alignment of these two sectors is critical now more than ever. This report is 
intended to contribute to ongoing efforts to strengthen the capacity of grassroots environmental justice organizations that 
are essential to ensuring a more just and sustainable world. 
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Introduction 

The environmental justice (EJ) movement and its constituent organizations are leading important work on the frontlines of 
climate change. Communities of color, low-income, Indigenous and tribal communities all across the country suffer some 
of the worst impacts of environmental degradation, economic inequality, and climate change. This legacy of dispropor-
tionate impacts shapes the critical perspective and strategies of grassroots, environmental justice groups. EJ organizations 
must address these entrenched patterns of environmental pollution while also responding to the ever-increasing impacts 
of the climate crisis. Despite this important intersectional work on the frontlines and fencelines, EJ organizations are often 
overlooked by philanthropy. 

The philanthropic sector plays an integral role in environmental decision-making. In addition to giving much needed finan-
cial support to organizations, foundations also provide unique opportunities for and access to centers of political power, 
decision-making, and technical resources in the development of environmental policies at local, state, and national levels. 
As the world increasingly confronts the climate emergency, the philanthropic sector must engage more deeply and in 
equal partnership with grassroots organizations. Grassroots organizing and the inclusion of low-income and communities 
of color is essential to implementing meaningful climate legislation, yet the vast majority of environmental philanthropic 
support goes towards mainstream, white-led environmental organizations that can demonstrate scale but lack diverse, 
grassroots support for policies.1 In fact, environmental organizations with annual budgets of more than $5 million received 
half of all contributions and grants made in the sector from 2007 to 2009.2 By supporting grassroots movements and local 
expertise, philanthropy can help democratize environmental decision-making power, thereby moving toward a more just 
and sustainable world. 

In order to better understand and confront the disparities in access to funding, the Building Equity and Alignment for 
Impact (BEA) approached the Tishman Environment and Design Center at The New School University to collaboratively 
conduct a landscape assessment of the philanthropic sector and its relationship to grassroots, environmental justice orga-
nizations in the Gulf South and Upper Midwest regions of the United States. The Building Equity and Alignment for Impact 
Initiative (BEA) is a unique initiative led by representatives of the grassroots organizing sector in partnership with national 
environmental organizations and the philanthropic sector. The BEA’s mission is to help develop stronger collaboration 
among the three sectors to achieve effective environmental and climate policies by engaging and supporting the inclusion 
of equity into environmental philanthropy and non-profit agendas and promoting equitable allocation of resources. The 
Tishman Environment and Design Center is a research and practice center, housed at The New School, committed to inter-
disciplinary, critical participatory approaches to advance environmental and climate justice. 

Since its founding in 2013, the BEA has played an essential role in bringing environmental justice and matters of racial eq-
uity to the attention of funding communities. Significantly, in recent years many foundations have responded and publicly 
voiced a commitment to racial equity, yet, the forms of alignment that currently exist among donors have not yet resulted 
in the strategic flow of resources to grassroots organizations at a significant level. Given this reality, the primary aim of this 
research is to better understand the root causes and organizational barriers that result in funding misalignment between 
environmental grant makers and grassroots environmental justice organizations. Mindful of histories and legacies of in-
stitutional racism in philanthropy, this project also searches for potential solutions to funding misalignment and identifies 
opportunities for building lasting relationships that can overcome barriers and lead to greater resources and support for 
these groups. This report presents a snapshot of alignment issues in two particular regions and is not meant to serve as a 
comprehensive study of all philanthropic and environmental justice group dynamics.

This study focuses on four specific research aims, to: (1) gain a greater understanding of grassroots EJ organizational 
funding, capabilities and priorities in the respective regions; (2) highlight the complementary objectives of funders and EJ 
organizations; (3) develop a consistent methodology that can be replicated in other regions for similar assessments and, (4) 
identify systemic challenges and opportunities for better aligning and increasing future funding for the grassroots sector 
working for environmental justice.

The research included a baseline assessment of grassroots or frontline organizations working for environmental justice 
and climate justice in the Upper Midwest and the Gulf South regions. This assessment included collecting information 
about the priorities, needs, and capacities of EJ organizations, as well as their perspectives on the challenges and oppor-
tunities for increasing environmental grantmaking and building meaningful relationships with funders.3 The BEA research 

https://bea4impact.org
https://bea4impact.org
https://www.tishmancenter.org
https://www.newschool.edu
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committee chose to focus this project on the Gulf South and Upper Midwest regions specifically because 1) both regions 
are under-resourced by environmental grant makers as compared to other regions in the United States; 2) both regions 
have unique environmental challenges and contexts that will play a critical role in the fight for climate justice; and 3) both 
regions have recently been the subject of regional studies and philanthropic interest as racial equity has moved to the 
mainstream of philanthropy, especially in the Gulf South after the disasters of Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, Harvey, and the B.P. 
oil spill.4 

The hope is that this research can help inform philanthropic strategies that acknowledge the rich networks and power of 
the grassroots organizing sector and that both sectors can become better partners, leverage more resources, and address 
patterns of misalignment that hinder movement building and impact.  

Model for Successful Alignment: The BEA
• Since its founding in 2013, the BEA has served as a national model for truly grassroots-driven work, with expertise, 

and broad participation to operationalize a tri-sector initiative bringing together grassroots organizations, national 
greens, and philanthropy.  

• Since 2018, the BEAI Fund* has distributed $1.5 million to grassroots environmental justice organizations and will be 
distributing an additional $1.5 million in 2020.

• The BEA launched case studies “From the Margins to the Mainstream” and “Victories and Momentum on the Front-
lines” in an effort to shift the narrative and change public opinion toward equity and root-cause solutions coming 
from frontline communities. 

• The BEA organized and hosted Clean Power Plan and Just Transition Forums convening a broad cross-section of lead-
ers to dialogue and develop strategy on climate, energy, adaptation, and resilience.

*In 2017, Grassroots International (GRI) partnered with the BEA to manage the BEAI Fund. Together, the BEAI Fund and 
the BEA are working towards a goal of moving $10 million in philanthropic funding over a five year period towards the 
climate and environmental justice movements to help ensure the grassroots sector has the necessary resources to rep-
licate, expand, and scale its impact to create lasting solutions on the ground.

https://bea4impact.org/news/case-study-margins-mainstream
https://bea4impact.org/work/case-studies/bea-richmond-case-study
https://bea4impact.org/work/case-studies/bea-richmond-case-study
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Literature Review: EJ Movement and Philanthropy

The environmental justice (EJ) movement rose to national prominence in the 1980s, consisting of a diverse network of 
groups working at the local level. These local groups challenged the state and industry sectors to cease the production 
of environmental harms and their disparate impacts on low-income, fenceline, Indigenous and communities of color. The 
communities that bear a disproportionate weight of pollution also face some of the most devastating impacts of climate 
change.5 Thus many local grassroots and frontline environmental justice groups have taken on a growing number of inter-
sectional issues, including climate change, that impact the health and well-being of residents. 

The EJ movement’s historical roots, as well as its tactics and core organizing principles, diverge significantly from many of 
the mainstream environmental organizations in the US. EJ movement organizations often reflect a more radical critique 
of industrial and capitalist modes of production while also challenging the reformist state to intervene to curb industry’s 
impact on communities more affirmatively.6 The EJ movement has also historically called for more direct and democratic 
modes of environmental decision making and for the voices of the most impacted communities to be at the forefront of 
environmental and climate policies.78 The diverse and growing grassroots, and frontline groups that make up the EJ move-
ment have core values that center their efforts on the many dimensions of justice (recognition, procedural, distributive) 
and the well-being of often marginalized communities.9 

After more than 40 years, the EJ movement is comprised of an increasing number of community-based non-profits, re-
gional networks, and national associations working at multiple scales of policy, advocacy and activism.10 These EJ groups 
are led primarily by women and people of color and are staffed by and grounded in local communities of color or low-in-
come communities throughout the US.11 In the last three decades, “the number of people of color environmental groups 
has grown from 300 groups in 1992 to more than 3,000 groups and a dozen networks in 2014.”12 Nevertheless, despite 
the emergence of new EJ groups and the growing national attention and government recognition at varying levels, the EJ 
movement remains one of the lowest funded environmental areas in both government and private foundation grantmak-
ing.13 Comparatively, there are approximately 26,000 registered environmental non-profit organizations, primarily repre-
senting conservation, natural and human environment objectives, with the most significant mainstream environmental 
organizations averaging budgets well over $100 million annually.14 

In recent decades, numerous studies have examined the relationship between philanthropy and social movements. Many 
of these studies show that this relationship is a complex and oftentimes contentious one, where foundations can moderate 
or “co-opt” the goals of social movements through coercive activities, such as encouraging them to steer their priorities, 
strategy, and targets away from intense activism against polluting industries toward more mainstream advocacy, education 
or conservation efforts.15 Additionally, Jenkins and other scholars contend that some foundations reward professionalized, 
national conservation organizations by also “channeling” a majority of their environmental grants toward these organiza-
tions, while virtually ignoring grassroots environmental groups who work at the community level and are disrupting neg-
ative corporate influence on environmental issues, such as pollution.16 Dowie (2002) adds that it’s not only the interest in 
conservation that directs some funder interests, but that funders sometimes have links to the wealth generated from pol-
luting industries that the EJ movement opposes, and thus, have no desire to confront corporations or use more aggressive 
means, such as citizen protest, to change public policies that contributed to the source of their wealth.17 By not funding the 
grassroots groups or steering work away from protest and activism, scholars conclude that these funders are substantially 
limiting resources available to the EJ movement and its ability to bring about change. 

Another well-documented issue that informs the relationship between funders and grassroots groups is the fact that a ma-
jority of foundations suffer from a lack of diversity in their staffing and boards. This lack of diversity can give rise to implicit 
bias, institutional racism, and a general lack of attention or understanding of EJ issues and organizations. A 2014 report by 
Dr. Dorceta Taylor, called “The State of Diversity in Environmental Organizations,” showed that a majority of environmental 
funders were not only predominantly white, with less than 12 percent consisting of persons of color, but the report indicat-
ed “the dominant culture of the organizations is alienating to ethnic minorities, the poor, the LGBTQ community and others 
outside the mainstream.”18 This report points to the fact that environmental leaders used decades-old racial stereotypes 
and tropes to explain the lack of diversity in their institutions; describing a lack of environmental knowledge and aware-
ness on the part of minority groups, a lack of interest in environmental positions and the fear that minority recruits would 
have high-turnover rates. Leaders also stated that a focus on staff racial diversity would detract from the organizational 
mission and focus.19 The predominantly white and wealthy leadership of philanthropy can precipitate implicit bias within 
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these institutions. For example, less diverse boards may be more willing to engage with organizations within their social 
sphere or networks and they may be more likely to deem grassroots groups working in lower-income, communities of color 
as too risky or unfamiliar to receive grant funding. The perceptions of predominantly white philanthropic staff and boards 
affect the allocation of grants, the conceptualization of effective strategies and theories of change, which organizations the 
funders believe are credible, and how they interact with grassroots groups with predominantly people of color staff and 
leadership - if they interact with them at all. 

Additionally, Dr. Taylor’s report examined the recruitment of under-represented groups among mainstream environmental 
organizations including philanthropic institutions. Leaders from environmental organizations reported interest in diver-
sification; however the recruitment and outreach activities they pursued did little to reflect active measures to increase 
staff diversity or reach persons of color working on environmental justice.20 After Dr. Taylor’s report was released, some 
organizations took measures to look at institutional racism and racial bias in their environmental grantmaking activities. 
However, the philanthropic sector as a whole, has not taken the measures necessary to marginally change the results of 
Dr. Taylor’s report five years later.21 Despite growing attention to racial equity as a philanthropic focus area and attempts 
at staff diversification, there continues to be a lack of racial diversity amongst boards and staff, particularly within environ-
mental foundations.22 

Responding to criticisms around a lack of diversity, some progressive funders initiated new hiring and training practices 
for their staff, including a strategy of creating an “activist-funder” role among program officers in foundations. These activ-
ist-funders are program officers in the foundations that have a prior history of organizing and may even have a background 
working directly in the environmental justice movement. Activist-funders working within large, well-endowed 
foundations may be uniquely positioned to work within the philanthropic community in order to 
organize fellow program officers and foundation leadership who can advance more systemic change 
within their respective foundations and across the sector.  As McCarthy (2004) has shown, this role is much 
more focused on altering funders and grantmaking priorities to align the foundation goals more toward EJ core values than 
on changing grantee activities.23 Many activist-funders admit that it is a delicate negotiation navigating between board 
member resistance and the most oppositional EJ grantee work. In order to avoid resistance from board and staff, activ-
ist-funders have to be creative with how they “sell” the work of EJ groups to secure board commitments, often “sneaking 
them in the backdoor.” The negotiations necessary for some activist-funders to gain buy-in from board and staff present 
another problematic issue with social justice grantmaking: administrators and bureaucrats interpret the needs, wants and 
activities of the EJ movement on their tacit understanding of what EJ is (or should be). Thus, these issues are not defined or 
characterized by the active movement leaders and grassroots groups working on the frontlines.24 In Harrison’s 2016 study, 
“Bureaucrats’ Tacit Understandings and Social Movement Policy Implementation: Unpacking the Deviation of Agency En-
vironmental Justice Programs from EJ Movement Priorities,” the author makes the argument that even with government 
agency commitments and training, staff in charge of EJ grantmaking understand EJ movement directives differently than 
activists. They have views of “key movement concepts that differ from those of advocates.”25  Thus having explicit defini-
tions and goals around what is meant by environmental justice across the philanthropic sector may be a useful guidepost 
for future grantmaking. 

In recent years, the philanthropic sector has increasingly shown interest in supporting issues of equity, race, and climate 
justice led by grassroots and frontline groups. Unfortunately, this increased interest has not necessarily translated into sig-
nificantly increased funding. McCarthy concludes that despite some examples of co-optation and channeling, or different 
understandings of movement priorities, the biggest threat to the viability of the EJ movement is a general 
underfunding of the movement and the procedural constraints that make it difficult for grassroots 
groups to engage with funders, comply with grant guidelines and, yet, stay close to core movement activities.26 De-
spite the work of activist-funders and the efforts of progressive foundations to embrace the core values of the grassroots 
EJ movement, the movement is still the lowest funded of all environmental grantmaking areas. According to a report from 
the National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, only 15 percent of environmental grant dollars were dedicated to 
marginalized communities, and only 11 percent could be classified as “social justice” grants from 2007 to 2009. However, 
even these estimates include grants to organizations with annual budgets above one million which does not describe the 
majority of EJ organizations.27 
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Participatory approaches to grant-making decisions are one way of bridging the divide between 
funders and EJ groups that has also been tried in philanthropy.28 These approaches invite stakeholders 
outside the foundation staff, including grassroot group representatives, to identify potential grantees, 
shape funding strategies, and make funding decisions. Another way to increase funding to the grassroots is to 
provide more resources for the infrastructure that builds grassroots environmental organizations, including providing small 
groups with professional development training, media support, free or low-cost office and meeting space, and technical 
support29 There are recent cases where philanthropic institutions experimented with these more inclusive grant-making 
strategies.30  However, the misalignment between grassroots groups and funders persists despite these forays into partic-
ipatory processes. 

Decidedly, more research is needed to fully understand the driving factors that undergird this complex and diverse sector. 
McCarthy concludes in her study that future research should look at the relationship between foundation grantmaking 
procedures and grantee autonomy over decision-making processes to better understand the impact on specific grass-
roots activities.31 Harrison observes that there should be more extensive ethnographic studies related to understanding 
and identifying the inter-organizational dynamics and processes that make grant-making staff negotiate conflicts between 
groups and demands of board and other staff.32 This research fits within these calls for further studies by taking a closer 
look at the perceptions of misalignment between environmental funders and the frontline organizations in two regions. 

Model for Successful Alignment: The Gulf Coast Fund and Participatory Grantmaking
The Gulf Coast Fund for Community Renewal and Ecological Health was formed in 2005 as a special project of Rockefeller 
Philanthropy Advisors in the weeks after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. The Gulf Coast Fund was a collaborative partner-
ship between funders and grassroots leaders from across the region, and was created to resource, connect, and amplify 
the work of grassroots, community-based organizations in the most vulnerable communities and ecosystems. The Fund 
was led by an Advisory Group made up of community leaders engaged in work that addressed not only the effects of 
natural and human-made disasters in the region, but in social and environmental justice efforts that strengthened civil 
society in order to address the underlying inequality and ecological destruction that led to the severity of disasters in 
the Gulf Coast.

https://tedc32.wixsite.com/gulfcoastfund
https://e887f257-a7b0-4315-b9c7-26a6cc0abd0c.filesusr.com/ugd/8aa7a7_c21c189d3f3f4a3a967f50e8d2802af2.pdf
https://e887f257-a7b0-4315-b9c7-26a6cc0abd0c.filesusr.com/ugd/8aa7a7_7ff95ef856754553965caa40e4f547b1.pdf
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Methodology

Research Questions & Design
This study employed a mixed method, qualitative case study design to explore the issues of misaligned funding between 
EJ organizations in the Upper Midwest and the Gulf South regions and environmental grant makers in the respective re-
gions. The study set out to identify the funding allocated to EJ groups in the regions as well as the priority areas of work 
for EJ groups and environmental funders in each region. It also explored the barriers to increased funding to EJ groups, 
and opportunities for overcoming these barriers from the perspective of EJ groups (potential grantees) and environmental 
funders (grantors). 

The research team included the BEA Research Working Group Committee co-chairs, Dr. Antonio Lopez and Dr. Andrew 
Rosenberg, regional BEA representatives, and researchers from The New School’s Tishman Environment & Design Center 
led by Dr. Ana Baptista. The study team included critical regional EJ leaders, specifically: Colette Pinchon, JD, and Matthew 
Kennedy, from the Gulf Coast Center for Law and Policy, and Jasmine Becerra from Little Village Environmental Justice 
Organization in Chicago. These regional points of contact ensured that the research assumptions, questions and methods 
were pertinent to the aims of the overall study and relevant and responsive to the needs of EJ communities in each region. 
Even the definitions used to structure the research team’s analysis, such as the definition of an “environmental justice” 
or “grassroots” organization was critical in developing the questions and conducting the analysis of findings. This team 
worked through an iterative and collaborative process on all aspects of the research design and implementation. The in-
volvement of field researchers was integral to the project, helping to ensure greater response rates from interview subjects 
and providing extensive knowledge of the regions, EJ organizations, and the regional philanthropic sector. The design of 
this study, using multiple points of contact, in academia, the BEA, and in the EJ sector, allowed for greater construct validity 
and data triangulation. It also served as a productive outlet for testing study assumptions and clarifying meanings together 
throughout the study process. One of the aims of this research is to share this study design in the hopes that it may serve 
as one model for conducting similar field assessments in the future with the direct involvement and under the guidance 
of the EJ sector. 

The primary methods of data collection for this study included (1) in-depth, semi-structured interviews, (2) document 
analysis, and (3) online database and website content review. The selection of EJ groups and funders to include in the 
study was based on purposeful and snowball sampling. Data from interviews was triangulated with funding data from The 
Foundation Center database and content analysis of funder websites. Data from regional funders was also supplemented 
with data derived from select national funders with relevant links to funding EJ groups or regional initiatives. 

Interview Methodology
Foundations
The team identified 32 regional and national foundations for inclusion in the study. The criteria for selecting foundations 
for the study included consideration of the following: 

(1) foundations that fund environmental initiatives in the two target regions; 
(2) foundations that participate in the BEA either as an active participant (part of committees) or directly fund the BEA and/
or BEA participants; 
(3) foundations that have specific programs or funding strategies targeted to environmental justice, climate justice, or 
related issue areas. 

Requests for interviews were sent to 32 foundations identified using these criteria and 14 agreed to be interviewed. The 
response rate for the foundation interview requests was 44 percent. 

EJ organizations
EJ organizations included in the study were identified using the BEA participant organizational contacts, organizations 
identified by the team’s field researchers and snowball sampling (asking existing contacts for additional points of contact). 
There were 35 EJ groups identified by the project team. These 35 organizations were invited to participate in an interview 
and 19 agreed. The response rate for EJ organizations was 54 percent. 
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Groups were defined as an “Environmental Justice Organization” using the BEA’s definition of “grassroots” groups33 and a 
shared definition based on our collective understanding of the makeup of the environmental justice sector. (Refer to table 
1 for the Definition) For the purposes of this study, the term “EJ organization” is used to identify organizations that may 
self-identify as environmental justice, climate justice, frontline, and/or grassroots groups, reflecting a broad range of work. 

Table 1: Study Definition of Environmental Justice Organization
Organizational leadership is based in the community and the community has been defined with some geographic or 
identity-based definitions. These organizations represent communities that are historically and systematically overbur-
dened by pollution and climate change. The mission or values of the organization are grounded in justice principles such 
as Jemez Principles or environmental justice principles. These organizations are rooted in, accountable to, and repre-
sentative of communities of color, low-income communities, and tribal and Indigenous groups who are most directly 
impacted by the issues being addressed. They are committed to building local power and leadership to influence the 
decisions that affect their communities.

Interviews with EJ organizations and the regional foundations were conducted by the team of EJ field researchers and BEA 
co-chairs based in each region to ensure better response rates. Interviews with national foundations were conducted by 
the Tishman Center Principal Investigator and the BEA co-chair. Figure 1 depicts the states in each region where research 
was conducted. In total, 33 interviews were completed, of which 19 were with EJ organizations and the remaining 14 were 
with national or regional foundations.  

Figure 1: States in Gulf South and Midwest Included in Study
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Grant Awards Research Methodology 
Data on grant awards were researched for each of the 32 foundations included in the study using the Foundation Center 
Directory Online.34 The Foundation Center Directory is a searchable online database of more than 103,000 foundations in 
the U.S. The database categorizes grant giving by year, sector, activity, and details the dollar amounts and organizations 
receiving funding. The 32 foundations identified by the study team were searched, and 28 foundations had available data 
online. Fourteen foundations participated in interviews out of 32 requests (Table 2).

The response rate for national funder interviews was much higher (67 percent) than regional funders (30 percent). There 
was a particularly low response rate for regional funders in the Gulf South (25 percent). The response rate for Midwest 
funders was 33 percent. Two foundations in the Midwest and two foundations in the Gulf South participated in an inter-
view but did not have data available for environmental grant giving in the Foundation Center database for 2016-2017. The 
higher response rates for national funders may be attributable to sampling bias since the study targeted national funders 
with some connection to or familiarity with the BEA and EJ funding, thus making them more willing to share insights and 
experiences with the issues of funding alignment with the grassroots. In some of the responses where regional founda-
tions declined to participate, they cited a lack of staff knowledge on the topic, a lack of focus or funding specific to grass-
roots groups, or uncertainty about the relevance of their programs or points of contact. Of the eight foundations contacted 
for interviews in the Gulf South, only two responded, and these two were familiar with the regional team researchers. The 
other 6 foundations did not reply to requests. This lack of response in the Gulf South may be attributable to the nature of 
environmental foundations in the region, which may be less focused on grassroots groups, less aware of environmental 
justice issues or groups or generally more conservative in their approach to environmental funding.

Table 2: Foundations Researched by Region 
Region Foundation Center Data Interviewed Requests for Interviews
National 12 8 12

Midwest 10 4 12

Gulf South 6 2 8

TOTAL 28 14 32

Data about the organizations receiving environmental grant funding and the dollar amounts were collected for all grant 
awards categorized under the term “environment” for 2016-2017, the most recent year with data available for most foun-
dations. The organizations receiving funding from the 28 foundations were then categorized as either an “EJ organization” 
or “EJ intermediary,” using the shared definitions developed by the research team.

In addition to the “environment” category, the Foundation Center also assigns each grant a primary subject category.35 “En-
vironmental Justice” is a primary subject category under the “environment” category that defines grant activities deemed 
“environmental justice”. The data on organizations receiving funding and grant dollars under this sub category of “environ-
mental justice” activity was also collected. 

Table 3: Foundation Center Definition of Environmental Justice Activity
Activities seeking to ensure the fair distribution of benefits, hazards and burdens related to the environment among 
all peoples and communities regardless of wealth, ethnicity or geographical location, especially in relation to industrial 
emissions or accidents, agricultural activities, land use and planning, and weather events with deleterious effects on 
the quality and availability of water, air, soil, food, wildlife and other natural resources. Also the study, theoretical and 
applied, of these issues.36

Interestingly, most of the organizations awarded grants under the “EJ activity” subject category, did 
not meet the definition of “EJ organization” developed by the research team.  Thus, in this study, these 
grant dollars are reported separately, according to the categorization of organizations receiving these grants. For the pur-
pose of this study, the categorization of organizations was the principle criteria for searching grant dollar allocation, re-
gardless of activity. This is because the research questions are focused on the environmental grantmaking flowing to EJ 
organizations and the EJ movement broadly rather than EJ activities, which can be claimed and carried out by organizations 
outside the EJ movement. This difference highlights the importance of definitional distinctions in tracing the amount of 

https://fconline.foundationcenter.org/?r=%2Ffdo-search%2Fmember-index%2F
https://fconline.foundationcenter.org/?r=%2Ffdo-search%2Fmember-index%2F
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funding flowing to environmental justice. The study definition clearly defines an “EJ organization” and only considers a 
grant as “EJ” if it is going to an EJ organization or EJ intermediary. 

Table 4: Study Definition of EJ Intermediary Organization
Organizations that support and are made up of members of grassroots, frontline, and community based EJ groups. 
These groups may provide funding, act as a fiscal sponsor, and/or serve as a central point for coalition, movement, and 
alliance building activities at scales beyond the local level. In addition, intermediaries’ work is not tied to a specific local 
geographic community but to that of shared membership mission or vision. EJ intermediaries adhere to justice principles 
and have leadership within their board or organizational structure from their representative membership groups, includ-
ing grassroots, local organizations. These groups are typically committed to strengthening the work of their members 
at the grassroots, local level and are accountable to and led by communities of color, low-income communities, and/or 
tribal and Indigenous-led organizations. 

Limitations
There were a number of limitations associated with the study methodology which are important to note. First, the envi-
ronmental justice organizations and foundations included in the study do not represent an exhaustive list of relevant orga-
nizations in the two regions. The EJ groups may be difficult to access because of limited staffing capacity; it may be difficult 
for the research team to identify organizations that are smaller or less visible in the region or to determine if these groups 
meet the terms of the study team’s EJ definition. In order to account for these limitations, BEA participant EJ groups in 
the Gulf South and Midwest were asked to member-check the list of EJ organizations identified by the research team, and 
snowball sampling was used to identify additional groups for inclusion in the study. 

Secondly, the study may be underestimating funding that flows to EJ groups via intermediaries or via funding that falls 
outside the “environmental” category. Many foundations provide grants to intermediary groups that sub-grant to smaller 
EJ member organizations. Researchers were unable to account for the funding dollars reported by The Foundation Center 
that flow from intermediaries to the grassroots sector because this funding is not tracked in terms of pass through recip-
ients. This study also does not include an exhaustive list of funders in the region or funding that may be allocated to EJ 
organizations under other categories of giving beyond the environment category. Third, most of the funder interviews con-
ducted were with foundations identified as national, not regional. Sampling bias likely played a role in the higher response 
rates for national funders with an openness to discussing the issues of environmental justice, racial equity, and funding 
misalignment. Lastly, relationships with funders and funding strategies are sensitive topics for many EJ organizations, as is 
the issue of racism and funding disparities within philanthropy for funders. It is possible, some EJ respondents and foun-
dation staff were not comfortable being interviewed or being completely forthcoming about the nature of funder relation-
ships and the reasons underlying foundation decisions due to these sensitivities. In addition, EJ groups might be guarded 
about their funding sources and relationships. 
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Findings 
PHILANTHROPIC GRANTMAKING ALIGNMENT

One clear measure of alignment between the goals of environmental funders and EJ organizations is the funding granted 
to EJ groups in comparison to other groups, like mainstream environmental organizations. The literature demonstrates 
philanthropic funding disparities exist between mainstream environmental groups and EJ organizations, and this study 
confirmed this pattern among the funders studied both nationally and in the two target regions. The relative amounts of 
funding flowing to EJ groups reflects something about the value and prioritization that philanthropy places on the work of 
EJ groups. 

In order to assess the funding priorities of the philanthropic sector in relation to EJ organizations, a snapshot of the most 
recent annual grantmaking awards from 2016-2017 was compiled using the Foundation Directory database of grants.37 
Additionally, in-depth interviews with foundation and EJ organization staff provided more nuanced information about the 
funding strategies, particularly the distinctions between funding that flows to EJ groups, and intermediary groups. Defini-
tions of the terms environmental justice or environmental justice organizations vary widely in both literature and in prac-
tice. These definitional differences can hinder the ability to account for divergences in funding. In interviews, foundations 
were asked if they have a formal definition of grassroots or environmental justice organizations and if they track funding 
according to these terms. Of the 14 foundations interviewed, none reported having a formal, explicit defi-
nition of environmental justice organizations.38 Four reported that while they do not have a formal definition, 
they use a shared, informal definition that they apply in practice. In some cases, foundations may fund project activities 
or programs they consider to have EJ aims but that are not carried out by EJ organizations. This may result in foundations 
attributing funding to EJ purposes broadly without accounting for whether the organization receiving funding is represen-
tative of groups in the EJ movement. 

National Funders Grantmaking
Between 2016 - 2017, the 12 national foundations in the study awarded a total of $1.34 billion of environmental 
grantmaking dollars to environmental organizations and about 1.3 percent ($18 million) of this was 
awarded to EJ organizations, as defined by the study team. An estimated $11 million of environmental grant dol-
lars was awarded to EJ “activities” as defined by the Foundation Center. Of the EJ “activities” dollars, 9 percent 
($930,000) went to EJ organizations and 91 percent ($9,994,000) went to non-EJ organizations. Figure 
2 compares the funding awarded to non-EJ organizations vs. EJ organizations.39 

Figure 2: EJ vs. Non-EJ Grant Giving for 12 National Foundations (2016-2017) 

Overall the funding disparities between EJ organizations and non-EJ organizations or mainstream environmental organi-
zations are stark. The data reveals that only an estimated $18 million of grants from the 12 national funders 
made it to 25 EJ organizations and 18 EJ intermediaries while the remaining $1.32 billion went to 
approximately 1,230 non-EJ organizations. The average award to non-EJ organizations was $528,500, compared 
to an average award for EJ organizations of $223,100. 
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Additionally, this data showed that of the one percent of grant dollars going to EJ organizations, 36 percent 
went to intermediaries. The Foundation Center database does not track how much of the funding that is awarded to 
intermediaries is re-granted to EJ groups that may be among their membership. Thus, there may be an under-estimation 
of the total number of EJ groups receiving grants, but the total amount of funding distributed remains the same. 

In contrast to the Foundation Center’s data, interviews with national and regional foundation staff revealed less stark fund-
ing disparities. During interviews, foundation staff estimated giving between 5-80 percent of their environmental portfolio 
to EJ organizations. The majority of foundations reported giving between 5-15 percent of their portfolio to EJ organizations. 
One national funder reported giving over fifty percent of their program’s funding to EJ groups and two national funders 
said that they did not track this data. As stated previously, many of the foundation staff interviewed did not have a formal 
definition of an EJ organization, thus their estimations were not used to track annual giving. 

The discrepancy between the allocation of funding reported by the foundation staff during interviews and the data col-
lected from the Foundation Center database (using the study team’s definition of EJ) may be attributable to a variety of 
reasons. The discrepancy may be due to differences in how foundation staff define EJ activities and EJ organizations. They 
may be using a broader definition of an EJ organization than the one used by the study team, or they may be attributing EJ 
funding to activities carried out by groups that may not fit the study team’s definition of an EJ organization. It may also be 
that the foundations interviewed have implemented shifts in their giving in more recent fiscal years, after the 2016-2017 
period that are not yet reflected in the Foundation Center’s database. Lastly, some foundations may be giving grants to EJ 
groups under a different category of funding outside of environmental grantmaking altogether, such as civic organizing or 
economic development. 

Regional Funders Grantmaking
Data from the Foundation Center was also used to compare the amount of funding that regional funders dispersed to non-
EJ organizations vs. EJ organizations. Data was available from the Foundation Center Directory for ten Midwest foundations 
and six Gulf South foundations, represented in Figure 3. The regional funders follow a similar pattern as national funders, 
with the majority of their environmental grant funding allocated to non-EJ organizations.40 It is important to note that 
some of these regional funders provide grants to organizations in other parts of the country as well. 

Figure 3: EJ vs. Non-EJ Organizations Receiving Grants from Midwest and Gulf South Funders
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In 2016-2017, the ten Midwest funders gave approximately $134 million in environmental grants and the six Gulf South 
funders gave approximately $12 million in environmental grants. In the Midwest, of the $134 million in environ-
mental grant dollars given, approximately $1 million went to EJ organizations, with about half of that 
going to EJ groups in the region. Six percent of this $1 million allotted to EJ organizations went to several interme-
diaries. The remaining $133 million went to non-EJ organizations, including approximately $65 million to environmental 
organizations in the region. 

In the Gulf South, six foundations awarded approximately $12 million total in 2016-2017, with an estimated $155,000 
allocated to EJ organizations of which almost all stayed in the Gulf South. Of the $155,000, 13 percent went to one 
EJ intermediary.  These comparisons support the notion that EJ groups receive significantly less environmental 
grant funding from both regional and national funders in comparison to their non-EJ counterparts. 

EJ Organizational Structure and Funding
A total of 19 (nine in the MW and 10 in the GS) EJ organizations in the two regions participated in interviews and shared 
information about their structure, size, and funding. The EJ organizations participating in the study were relatively smaller 
in staff size and budget as compared to non-EJ organizations yet are representative of the size and budget of many EJ or-
ganizations across the country, particularly in these two regions.41 In the Gulf South, staff sizes ranged from zero full-time 
staff members to approximately 27 staff members. Midwest staff sizes ranged from 0 to 14 full-time staff members. It is 
estimated that Gulf South EJ organizations have an average annual budget of $1.2 million and Midwest EJ organizations 
have an estimated average annual budget of $471,500.42 These annual budgets represent funding from a variety of sourc-
es, including funders outside of the Gulf South and Midwest. 

Table 5: Staff Size and Budget of EJ Organizations Interviewed
Region Gulf South Midwest
Staff Size Range 0-27 0-14

Annual Budget Average $1.2 Million $471,500

The majority of EJ organizations interviewed reported relying heavily on support from private founda-
tions, saying that this was where most of their funding was obtained. A few groups get a small percentage of funding from 
government grants or member dues. The EJ groups included in this study reflect a common pattern of reliance on philan-
thropic foundation funding for EJ work. Despite being a fraction of the overall environmental grantmaking by foundations, 
the little funding that is allocated to EJ organizations is vitally important to sustaining EJ grassroots groups.
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ALIGNMENT OF PRIORITY ISSUE AREAS

One of the underlying assumptions implicit in the question of misalignment between the funding strategies of philanthro-
py and the work of EJ organizations is the idea that environmental funders prioritize work similar to the work EJ organi-
zations are carrying out on the ground. This implies that, despite an alignment in the priority issues of importance to the 
two groups, the funding is not well aligned. In order to test this assumption about priority areas of strategic focus, both 
foundation websites and interviews with foundations and EJ organizations were examined.

Priority Issues for Foundations
Although grant awards are the primary way that a foundation expresses its priorities and strategic focus, another way is the 
explicit commitment to specific areas of work or program strategies articulated by foundations. Foundation interviewees 
(12) were asked to describe the priority issue areas in their respective environmental portfolios. Foundation websites (32) 
were also explored to triangulate the priority issues identified in interviews and the articulation of priority grant areas.

There was significant variety in the issues foundations named as priorities during interviews and culled from websites. A 
total of 12 foundations mentioned climate change and energy (i.e. clean, renewable and efficiency). 
Ten foundations mentioned economic and racial equity (normally in tandem) as a priority issue area, including 
three foundations from the Gulf South, four from the Midwest, and three national foundations. In the Gulf South, the 
two foundations interviewed identified water, sustainability, and coastal resilience as priority issue areas. In the 
Midwest, foundations mentioned an extensive list of priority issue areas, some of which were also mentioned on their 
websites, including economic justice, clean water, capacity for grassroots organizations, and research 
and policy. 
 
Priority Issue Areas for EJ Organizations
Similar to foundations, EJ organizational priorities included a diverse set of environmental and climate issues. The determi-
nation of EJ organizational priorities was primarily ascertained via interviews with organizational staff (19) who were asked 
to explicitly list the key areas of work for their respective groups. 

The interviews with EJ groups in both regions revealed that all the groups consider community organizing and en-
gagement in some form a key part of the work they do across many issues. EJ staff used a variety of terms including 
movement building, base building, community organizing, community knowledge, civic participation, 
and voter engagement to describe their engagement with community members. For all the EJ organizations included 
in the study, a substantive and deep engagement in their respective communities was fundamental to their mission, struc-
ture, and purpose. This community-centered approach to environmental and climate work distinguishes EJ organizations 
from many mainstream environmental groups and informs the way in which they implement their work across a variety of 
priority areas. Table 6 summarizes some of the specific issues raised by EJ organizations interviewed. 

Table 6: Regional Priority Issue Areas for EJ Organizations
Priorities for Gulf South EJ Organizations Priorities for Midwest EJ Organizations
• Coastal Resilience
• Alleviating Poverty
• Organizing 
• Direct Action
• Economic Justice
• Climate Mitigation and Adaptation
• Civic Engagement, Political Participation and 

Self-Governance

• Youth Leadership
• Movement Building
• Civic Participation 
• Economic Justice
• Climate Change
• Community Knowledge 
• Water Initiatives 
• Renewable Energy & Weatherization
• Indigenous Food & Rights 
• Food Justice and Food Sovereignty
• Community Asset Development 
• Air Pollution/Quality
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Gulf South
Organizations throughout the Gulf South highlighted a number of issue areas that were most salient to their organizations. 
They discussed issues of self-governance, alleviating poverty, organizing their community, and direct-ac-
tion engagement. Economic and workforce development was mentioned by two organizations, particularly for 
African American farmers and the agricultural community. Four of the ten organizations in the Gulf South talked about 
economic justice. One organization said they were focused on climate mitigation and adaptation planning in their 
region. Finally, three organizations talked about their work around voting rights, civic engagement, political par-
ticipation and/or self-governance. The importance of organizing their community around issues of environmental 
and economic justice was a clear thread that was prevalent in discussions with most of the EJ Gulf South organizations. 

Midwest
For Midwest EJ organizations, interviewees discussed a number of intersecting issue areas they prioritize. Similar to the 
Gulf South, six out of nine Midwest organizations mentioned the importance of movement building, community 
knowledge, or civic participation. In addition, five organizations talked about their work with youth leadership 
or youth mentoring programs. Four organizations talked about water initiatives and the importance of access to clean, 
affordable drinking water. Four organizations discussed initiatives around renewable energy or weatherization 
and three organizations discussed Indigenous food or Indigenous rights, food justice, or food sovereign-
ty. Organizations also talked about economic justice, community asset development, air pollution and air 
quality, and climate change. 

Figure 4 shows that while there is a great deal of diversity of priorities, there is important overlap with approximately 10 
priority areas including: civic participation, movement building/community organizing, youth leader-
ship, water initiatives, renewable energy, economic and racial justice/workforce development, Indig-
enous rights, food justice, coastal resiliency and climate adaptation, air quality, and climate change. 
In the Gulf South, both sectors discussed the importance of climate adaptation and coastal resilience. In the Mid-
west, EJ organizations discussed economic justice while philanthropy cited economic mobility. 

Civic participation, movement building, youth mentorship, and economic and racial justice were some of the most men-
tioned priority issue areas for EJ organizations. Movement building and youth mentorship/leadership came up less fre-
quently for foundations. Climate change and clean energy was the most cited priority issue area for funders. Funders 
frequently cited economic and racial justice as priority issue areas, and five foundations specifically highlighted the impor-
tance of supporting grassroots organizations led by people of color. Funders prioritizing economic and racial jus-
tice and supporting grassroots organizations led by people of color are primed to lead efforts within 
philanthropy to increase funding, resources, and relationship building with EJ organizations in their 
respective regions. They represent important allies in helping to create shared goals and strategies 
with EJ organizations. 
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Figure 4: Priority Issue Areas for EJ Organizations and Funders

Figure 4: The order in which the priorities are listed reflects the frequency that the issue was mentioned. The higher the priority falls, the more fre-
quently it was mentioned. The colors correspond to aligned priorities across the two sectors. Priorities that are highlighted in the same color were 
explicitly mentioned by both the EJ organizations and funders at least once and show sectoral alignment. In some cases, multiple priority issues appear 
as the same color because researchers felt there was overlap in the meaning or purpose of the issue area. 

Examining priority issues and determining whether these issues align across the two sectors is difficult to definitively as-
certain because the articulation of these priorities is sufficiently broad so as to encompass a wide range of projects, grants, 
and activities. The interpretation of what a funder means by “climate change” versus what an EJ organization means, can 
diverge significantly. These general priority areas can translate into diverse programs and expressions of funding strategies 
set by each foundation and each EJ organization. 

Another limitation in determining issue alignment, is problem identification. For instance, while both groups may identify 
climate change as a priority issue, EJ organizations may see this issue as a problem fundamentally linked to racial and eco-
nomic inequality, while foundations may see it as a technological or market failure problem. Each sector’s underlying as-
sumptions about the root cause of issues requiring attention or funding may diverge significantly even when the language 
used is similar.  These two sectors may also articulate and address the same issues very differently. EJ respondents em-
phasized the intersectionality of priority issue areas, discussing the connections between economic 
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empowerment, community engagement, social justice, and environmental priorities. Foundations, 
on the other hand, define discrete environmental issues in their portfolios. These foundations may, in turn, 
not perceive the work of EJ organizations as distinctly ‘environmental’ or aligned with their portfolios. The vast range of 
intersectional issues that EJ organizations prioritize may best serve the needs of vulnerable communities, but foundations 
may perceive this as unfocused or believe that it spreads groups too thin to be successful. One funder did recognize that 
funding based on “issue siloing” missed out on opportunities and that the issues being tackled by EJ groups are “inherently 
multi-issue”.43 

Model for Successful Alignment: Collaborative Events for Aligned Strategy
Since the inception of the BEA, efforts have been made to expand opportunities for EJ groups and funders to gain a deep-
er understanding and alignment of issues important to both groups. The following events represent two instances when 
both sectors came together to achieve a shared understanding of an issue and to devise aligned strategies and explore 
funding opportunities. 
• It Takes Roots Funder Briefing, Solidarity to Solutions (Sol2Sol) Week in 2018: Funder briefing hosted by It Takes 

Roots in response to the Global Climate Action Summit, highlighting Indigenous peoples’ and frontline communities’ 
solutions to interconnected crises and challenging market-based schemes. 

• Clean Power Plan Gathering Hosted by the BEA, Southwest Workers Union, and Texas Environmental Justice Advo-
cacy Series (TEJAS) in Houston, TX in 2016: For two days, grassroots, green NGO, and philanthropic leaders from 
over 100 organizations focused their discussions on building alignment to meet long-standing environmental justice 
demands that national climate policy reduce emissions in frontline communities. The forum featured EJ-led trainings 
and invited tough dialogues on equity, funding disparities, and environmental movement building.

http://ittakesroots.org/sol2sol/briefing/
https://bea4impact.org/work/case-studies/clean-power-plan-case-study
https://bea4impact.org/work/case-studies/clean-power-plan-case-study
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REFLECTIONS ON MISALIGNMENT 

To better align the goals and funding of environmental grant makers and EJ organizations, it is crucial to understand the 
underlying causes of misalignment. Interviews with funders and EJ organizations were analyzed to identify the challenges 
and opportunities most salient to both sectors. The analysis revealed key differences in the perceptions of these opportu-
nities and barriers to alignment with some regional differences between foundations and EJ groups. Four overarching 
themes emerged with respect to barriers and opportunities for alignment: 1) access, 2) capacity, 3) 
racism, and 4) ideology. Figure 5 is a visual depiction of keywords that were categorized and analyzed, in terms of their 
frequency of use and meaning. 

Figure 5: High Frequency Words Surrounding Barriers to Alignment

Figure 5: These words were used repeatedly by interviewees and were pulled from key words correlated with each theme. The size of the words corre-
sponds to the frequency the word was used in interviews. 

Access
Access emerged as one of the most prominent themes discussed during interviews as a clear barrier to alignment identi-
fied by both sectors. The issue of access can be applied in a variety of contexts, such as access to relationships, processes, 
knowledge, expertise, technical support, decision making, influence, and funding. EJ staff discussed the lack of access to 
foundations and philanthropic funding in a variety of ways, including a lack of access to information about foundation pro-
cesses, decision-making, and grant priorities. EJ organizations highlighted the lack of transparency around philanthropic 
expectations for grantmaking to grassroots organizations. One EJ representative discussed how helpful one phone 
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call was with a foundation after they had been rejected for a grant, and how this conversation provided significant 
feedback and helped build a trusting relationship. Strong relationships with a trusted philanthropic partner can lead to 
both sustainable funding sources and greater access to other crucial resources, such as access to government officials, pol-
icy-makers, technical information, and the larger philanthropic sector. Additionally, relationships provide access to closed-
door meetings where decisions are often made that have implications for issues of importance to both sectors.

Foundations discussed misperceptions around how decisions within foundations are made. For instance, at many founda-
tions the board or family make the final decision on the allocation of grant dollars. The program officers often only make 
recommendations. Foundations recognize that their existing, internal structures may make the grant application processes 
difficult to access or understand, particularly for those without a “backdoor” or inside connection. 

In addition, EJ respondents discussed the difficulty for EJ staff to travel to events and meetings where foundation staff can 
be found and how this was related to access to resources, information, and power. Further, by not being able to attend 
these events and represent the EJ perspective directly from the grassroots, crucial insights may be missed and priorities 
can often be shaped by those whose views reinforce the thinking already within philanthropy. The closed nature of philan-
thropy coupled with the under-resourcing of EJ organizations means that there are fewer opportunities for the two sectors 
to access innovative or challenging ideas across both sectors. 

Again, they [EJ staff] have okay relationships with some of these [foundation] staff, but the grassroots can’t always 
afford to get to the places that these funders hang out in. They have invite-only meetings. 
- Grassroots Activist 8

Funders shared how building a strong relationship influenced their prioritization and funding strategies. More often, in-
terviewees cited more positive relationships with local and state foundations or family foundations, 
as compared to national foundations that may be more removed from the groups on the ground. EJ respondents also dis-
cussed examples of some of the best relationships they have in regards to raising funds are with an intermediary network 
and not directly with the funders themselves.

Capacity
The theme of capacity was mentioned by both sectors, but more frequently by EJ organizations than funders in terms of 
the limitations faced across a variety of programmatic and organizational dimensions, including staffing, administrative 
infrastructure, development, communications, technical resources, strategic planning, and scale of work at the state and 
national levels. This concern about lack of capacity was also expressed by foundations in terms of their organizational 
capacity, specifically programmatic staffing, as well as their capacity on issue expertise, administrative processes and eval-
uation metrics.  While both sectors suffer from capacity limitations, this is an area where EJ organizations are clearly more 
impacted. These capacity issues are in part due to the documented under-resourcing of smaller, multi-issue EJ organiza-
tions that are stretched to meet the needs of under-resourced communities where they face disparities across economic, 
environmental, and social dimensions.  

EJ respondents specifically discussed the types of capacity needs that would help them better connect with funders such 
as development staff expertise and support, communications and social media tools and staffing, 
support to participate in networks and alliances, and general operating funds for organizational sus-
tainability. Some funders also stated that they understand how a local, grassroots organization may not have the ca-
pacity to focus on grant writing and development, especially when these organizations are focused on immediate issues 
like asthma and pollution. EJ groups discussed feeling pressured to “chase the money” instead of focusing on community 
needs. Foundations, on the other hand, also recognize that larger, traditional environmental organizations can be nimbler 
and more responsive to specific funder requests and RFPs because of much greater resource and staffing capacity as well 
as communications infrastructure that helps them hone and polish their messages. Many EJ groups reflected on the chal-
lenge of receiving small grants for specific project work that does not cover the full costs of general operating and staffing 
needs to sustain groups. These capacity issues, in turn, shape foundation perceptions about the ability of EJ organizations 
to carry out larger grant goals. 
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And I think there’s this myth that there’s this magical point at which non-profits become sustainable...funders are 
expecting us to do way more than they would expect from a traditional business, or from a bigger more established 
nonprofit, the expectation that grassroots are going to be way more passionate …is profoundly unjust. 
- Grassroots Activist 14

Foundation respondents also discussed limitations to their capacity which can create barriers to better alignment as well. 
For instance, one major foundation discussed the difficulty in funding local organizations because of their own limited staff-
ing capacity to establish relationships with many EJ organizations that are too numerous and dispersed for them to reach.  
One foundation stated that they only have the capacity to develop expertise and relationships in one or two states, where 
they can have credibility and a good sense of the issues and players on the ground. 

...For me, I know I go to any state, and people will think, ‘Hey, it’s [Blank Foundation], great.’ But, if I’m being hon-
est, I can’t tell one group from the other. - Funder 9

Another important area impacting capacity is the issue of fiscal misalignment. Two foundation respondents discussed a 
standard operational rule of thumb used by many foundations: that their grants cannot be more than 25 percent 
of an organization’s total annual budget. For a national foundation with large minimum size grant amounts, such 
as $250,000/year, any organization that has an annual budget of less than $1 million would be disqualified from direct 
funding consideration. 

That is common practice...you don’t want to fund more than 20 percent to 30 percent of an organization’s budget. 
-Funder 14

Foundations may fear that smaller EJ organizations do not have the administrative experience or capacity to handle very 
large grants or that the organization will become overly dependent on the foundation for their sustainability. This creates 
a feedback loop where small EJ organizations are not able to access larger grants to build up their general infrastructure 
over time and overcome this fiscal barrier.

... when we begin to fund an EJ organization, especially if they’re small, there are several limits on how much 
money we can give them. It’s something that isn’t well known or understood and it can be challenging to explain, 
or we never get the chance to explain because assumptions are made about why more money isn’t being offered. 
- Funder 3

Intermediaries
Intermediary organizations play an important role in filling capacity needs for both funders and EJ organizations at the 
local, grassroots level. Intermediaries arose as an important point of discussion during interviews by both funders and EJ 
organizations. EJ Intermediaries are often organizations that act as a grouping (in the form of a network, coalition, or alli-
ance) of smaller, local members that form a larger affinity of similarly oriented groups at the state, national, or regional lev-
els or based on particular issue or identity affiliations. (See Intermediaries definition in Table 4). Intermediaries were 
shown to receive 35 percent of the funding granted to EJ organizations by environmental funders 
included in the study.  Some intermediaries that receive funding use these grants for their own organizational or 
programmatic needs in order to serve a specific role at a scale that supports the work of local, member groups (i.e. they 
represent member interests in Washington DC). Others act as a conduit for larger grant funds that are then passed on to 
members for locally based, grassroots work. Some intermediary organizations serve both of these functions.  

The EJ movement has seen a growth in network, coalition, and alliance groups that bring smaller member groups together 
and are able to secure larger grants, from national foundations in particular. EJ Intermediaries can overcome the capacity 
issue of the 25 percent budget ratio and are often perceived as groups that can carry out larger scale work than their more 
local, grassroots members. It also solves one of the capacity issues that foundations cite, which is that program officers can 
interact with and manage just a handful of intermediary relationships more easily than dozens of contacts with multiple 
local member groups. It relieves the foundation staff from having to establish relationships with many groups, instead 
relying on the knowledge and networks of the intermediaries to navigate the issue of group identification and legitimacy. 
Ideally, the intermediaries also relieve pressure on the capacity issues of smaller EJ groups by helping them find and secure 
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funding from national funders. They can also help EJ groups make their local work more visible to funders and ideally direct 
and shape the strategies and policies for issues that are important to them at a scale beyond the local communities where 
they are based. 

While intermediary organizations serve an important function, both sectors expressed some reservations about the role 
that intermediaries play in shaping funding decisions. Intermediaries act as a gatekeeper, determining which 
grassroots organizations have access to funders and which organizations receive pass-through grants. 
Funders can become overly reliant on these groups and detached from the issues, conditions and groups on the ground. 

... In some instances, intermediaries have become like straw bosses, where they have brokered their multimillion 
dollar, multi-year kinds of agreements with funders, based on piecing together all of our work…You (the intermedi-
ary) give all of us a five thousand dollar contract to go make magic happen, and you’ve got a quarter of a million 
dollar contract to really do nothing more than facilitate us into a narrative,… We do realize that there is a role for 
intermediaries, but I think the role of any intermediary should be more along the lines of being a collaborative 
partner. - Grassroots Activist 15

Responses from foundations also spoke to the pros and cons of intermediaries. While the majority of the national founda-
tions supported the intermediary model, some funders found that intermediaries can be a barrier to developing relation-
ships with EJ organizations.

...We (funders) can be much better advocates and champions for the environmental justice groups when we have 
a relationship with them directly, we know them, there’s that trust and that two-way communication, makes us 
better donor organizers... - Funder 544

Ultimately the issues of capacity impact both sectors but present acute limitations for EJ organizations seeking to strength-
en and sustain their organizational and movement aims. Targeted investments in some of the most critical capacity areas 
identified by EJ organizations could provide pivotal points of alignment between the two sectors and put the EJ organiza-
tions on a path to sustained funding and meaningful impact. 

Racism
Both sectors frequently mentioned racism as a key driver of misalignment. Racism, in a variety of forms such as structural 
racism, institutional racism, white privilege, white supremacy, and implicit bias manifest not only within philanthropy, 
but are also a reflection of the greater society in which philanthropy is based. The acknowledgement of racism as 
a root cause of misalignment was explicitly discussed in at least 20 of the 33 interviews conducted. 
Both sectors reflected on the ways that racism played a role in access to resources and information, tokenization and 
co-optation of ideas and strategies, leadership in philanthropy and mainstream environmental groups. One EJ respondent 
described the ways in which racism within philanthropy reflects racism in the larger society,

I mean, it’s centuries of colonization and slavery and deep systemic racism that I just think it’s a trend in everything 
nationally, especially in philanthropy, where it’s definitely dominated by white supremacy and by “do gooder capi-
talism,” the sort of charity model.... - Grassroots Activist 5

Implicit bias and structural racism were identified by at least five foundations and nine EJ organiza-
tions as something that greatly impacts the relationships between the two sectors. EJ respondents discussed feelings of 
disingenuous actions or intentions by philanthropy to address issues of race and implicit biases from foundation staff and 
leadership. They also cited the long-term practice of tokenization of people of color leaders in the environmental move-
ment to disenfranchise people of color-led EJ organizations. This history has led to mistrust which impacts their ability to 
build lasting partnerships.

I also feel like a lot of it is just implicit bias and structural racism that plague the people of color-led organizations 
that are seen as incompetent [by philanthropy]. They’re seen as messy, as childlike, as unsophisticated in their anal-
ysis. That they don’t understand the political contexts and that are often infantilized when we win. - EJ Activist 17
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Institutional racism within philanthropy was also discussed as a barrier, including the lack of diversity of the boards and 
staff within foundations, which are predominantly white. Funders reflected on how this lack of diversity and white privilege 
can challenge alignment. 

I think the lack of diversity among environmental funders is a big part of the challenge, because we know people 
of color support environmental issues at a higher rate than whites and we know you need organizing power, and 
many of these states are in states that are battleground states for climate. It seems therefore, logical you would 
want to beef up support to these groups, but it doesn’t happen. So, I do think there is some issue of bias and racism 
happening. - Funder 7

 
A number of foundations have taken steps to address racism explicitly in philanthropy. In “Philanthropic Leadership Means 
Following the Frontlines” by Alison Corwin from the Surdna Foundation, she states, “racial justice—the systematic, fair 
treatment of people of all races that results in equitable opportunities and outcomes for all—cannot be a separate goal 
or outcome; it must be the central objective of our collective work.”45 One regional funder spoke to their commitment to 
confronting challenges of racism in environmental philanthropy. 

Inside the organization [foundation], we are centering community at every level and frontline communities for this 
specific issue [racial equity] area. There’s a deep understanding in the climate program that the effects of climate 
change exacerbate existing socialized and racialized inequities that are already built into every layer of our legal 
system, our policies and practices at various state agencies. - Funder 2

In recent years, foundations have crafted and publicized equity statements in response to racism and historical inequal-
ities. Equity statements may provide an important framework for engaging with environmental justice communities or 
organizations led by people of color. But some in the EJ community are concerned that equity statements are too weak to 
affect substantive change. For most of the foundations interviewed, equity statements were not found on their websites. 
Five of the foundations interviewed had ‘Equity Statements’ on their website, another five addressed 
equity in their mission statement, and four of the foundations had no explicit equity statement avail-
able online. 

Only one foundation stated during the interview that racial equity was a primary goal for their funding strategy. Many of 
the equity statements focused on external commitments, such as a description of how and why they fund the work they 
do, which is often described as intended to promote equal access to resources and structural changes. One regional 
funder undertook an internal process to create an explicit and shared commitment to racial equity. 
This resulted in systemic changes to how the foundation grants money to environmental justice or-
ganizations, including broader board approval and increased grant giving directly to EJ organizations 
and EJ movement intermediaries. Other foundations committed to increased internal diversity and racial equity 
trainings for staff. 

How much of the trend within philanthropy to tackle racial equity will result in tangible outcomes in the form of deci-
sion-making and resource allocation remains to be seen. It is clear that the largely people of color-led EJ organizations are 
skeptical about the promise of deep, structural reforms to philanthropy happening quickly, but the recent attention 
by philanthropy towards racial equity could mean new opportunities for funding to EJ organizations.

Ideology
Interviews also pointed to fundamental differences in the ideologies that shape each sector’s strategies and worldview. 
Ideological differences can sometimes be referenced as “theories of change” or refer more specifically to political ideolo-
gies. Some of the key words that signaled the presence of ideological differences between funders and EJ organizations, 
included discussions of values, power, and politics or explicit political leanings (i.e. conservative or progressive). Some-
times ideological differences were implicitly discussed in the context of organizing, base building, or radical, direct actions 
that were used to describe EJ tactical approaches and that were perceived as oppositional or “risky” by foundations. These 
terms were also sometimes used in relation to descriptions of funders that are “risk averse”. The underlying assumptions 
about the root causes of environmental problems and their solutions informs the way in which different foundations see 
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the world and how they approach grantmaking. Similarly, organizations in the EJ or climate justice movements have a view 
of environmental issues that shapes their mission, strategies, and priorities. These different ideologies or worldviews can 
often be seen in the priority issues and strategies that these respective groups pursue. 

In the interviews with EJ organizations, there was a clear articulation that movement building, direct action and commu-
nity/political organizing was a fundamental part of their work. This is, in part, because EJ organizations see environmental 
problems, like pollution and climate change, as part of larger systemic, economic, and social injustices that intersect and 
impact their communities. The literature on environmental theory and history reveal the deeply divided roots of the EJ and 
traditional environmental movements. The EJ movement sees itself as primarily a social justice movement that is informed 
by a critical perspective of power structures, capitalism, and corporate relationships to the state. This view of environ-
mental problems thus leads EJ groups to adopt more oppositional or direct-action tactics to challenge these entrenched 
systems that produce inequality in multiple ways (economic, environmental, etc). 

So to a certain extent, philosophically, we’re trying to end capitalism. But capitalism is what keeps our doors open. 
So we’re constantly going to be inherently in conflict with a lot of our foundation funders. So part of this is how do 
we then recognize that that’s problematic? And how do we work with the foundations to rectify or change, either 
in how they do business, or fix, or give back to how they have gotten their wealth. - Grassroots Activist 19

Most foundations, on the other hand, adopt a more reformist or standard environmental management framework that 
suggests environmental problems can be solved largely via the existing market systems, and through technological and 
policy innovations carried out by traditional political mechanisms like lobbying, litigation, and policy advocacy. Founda-
tions, thus, naturally gravitate towards those mainstream environmental organizations that mirror 
this worldview. Additionally, many foundations derive their wealth and their leadership from the legacy of market sys-
tems that contributed to the environmental problems they now seek to address. One funder reflected candidly about the 
value or perception of the grassroots sector within philanthropy.

One, I don’t believe most people in philanthropy think that grassroots matter. I think that’s one of those nice things 
people say. And that’s not just on the climate topic, I think that goes across any topic...This is not just particular to 
EJ communities, let me just say that.” - Funder 9

These distinctions about political ideology or theory of change are rarely explicitly stated by foundations or EJ organiza-
tions but become quite obvious in the discussion of why some of the work that EJ groups carry out is not funded by philan-
thropy. Some EJ respondents discussed the impact of foundations supporting initiatives that are in direct contradiction to 
the priorities, strategies, or values held by EJ organizations. In the Midwest, EJ interviewees discussed the close ties that 
some local philanthropic groups have with politicians and corporations that pollute in EJ communities or support initiatives 
that result in gentrification and displacement of communities of color or low-income communities. The EJ respondents 
suggested that the foundations involved identified EJ organizations as too “radical” with respect to development pressures 
and saw their efforts to curb gentrification as directly competing with their development interests. One funder discussed 
concerns regarding direct action strategies and the response from their board.

 …We’d really love to fund this grassroots organization, but we feel that organizations that are too front and center 
of what would, to the foundation leadership, might look like picket lines…but it’s just like we have not successfully 
been really able to move them away from this preconception that to be an EJ group or to be a grassroots organiza-
tion… you have to be you know, an angry, politicized group. And they (the foundation) are super averse to anything 
that seems political. - Funder 6 46 

EJ organizations from both regions discussed the conservative ideology and approach of some segments of the local phil-
anthropic community. In particular, Gulf South regional funders were mentioned as being reluctant to give to social justice 
issues or to organizations that explicitly identified with social justice missions. What foundations consider to be too “politi-
cal” or risky, the EJ movement may see as foundational to their work of organizing and shifting the current political, social, 
and economic systems. 

Despite these divergences, there may be opportunities for better valuing and evaluating the strategies carried out by EJ 
organizations if philanthropy begins to diversify the programmatic staff that are brought into grantmaking positions. 
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If the funders have a background of organizing prior to becoming some program coordinator in the foundation, 
then they have an understanding of how we measure [success], but sometimes foundations don’t have that back-
ground and their vision of success is a lot different from community organizing and so their expectations are a lot 
different from an [EJ] organization. - Grassroots Activist 3

There may also be opportunities to identify new funders or aligned funding sectors that are less risk averse and supportive 
of similar organizing and direct-action tactics across other movements. 
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALIGNMENT

Despite significant drivers of misalignment, both funders and EJ organizations pointed to specific examples and opportu-
nities for better aligning funding and relationships over time. Table 7 summarizes some of the opportunities shared during 
interviews. This section of the report is divided by sector with the acknowledgment that many opportunities need to be 
collaboratively addressed. These opportunities represent both long-term and short-term actions that can be implemented 
by both sectors. 

Table 7: Summary of Opportunities for Alignment from EJ and Funder Interviews
OPPORTUNITIES FOR EJ ORGANIZATIONS
Relationship Building & 
Access: 

• Invite funders to visit and tour local communities to highlight wins, deepen funder un-
derstanding of priority issues, strategies and needs.

• Engage trusted philanthropies to help make connections with foundations where con-
flict or tension or mistrust may exist

• Ask existing funders or intermediaries to broker informal meetings, one on one conver-
sations, or convenings with new funders

• Make multiple attempts for funding even if an application for a grant is declined, at-
tempt to learn the rationale for decision, and re-apply 

• Participate in funder briefings or convenings where funders and EJ organizations can 
exchange ideas, share strategies, build shared visions, and align theories of change

• Create spaces for learning collaboratively to help build lasting, trusting relationships
Capacity Building: • Clearly define organizational needs internally so that external communications to 

funders and in grant applications are explicit; verify that organizational goals match the 
foundation’s goals

• Communicate and emphasize movement ‘wins’ to the general public and specifically to 
philanthropy throughout the year, not just during the granting process

• Connect local work to broader policy goals or systemic change work in the field 
• Emphasize the networked, collaborative, and long-term initiatives that contribute to 

multiple environmental and social justice goals 
• Provide staff training on communication skills across different media and platforms 
• Pool resources with other EJ organizations or leverage the communications’ capacity of 

allies in larger organizations to spread messaging to funders and the public
• Shift attention towards finding new environmental funders (i.e. individual donors, giv-

ing circles, pooled funds, etc.) or other philanthropic sectors (i.e. civil/immigrant rights, 
reproductive justice, criminal justice reform, human rights, etc.) that are better aligned 
with social justice goals and direct-action tactics of EJ organizations

• Identify foundations with newly formed, explicit commitments to racial equity, social 
justice, or grassroots organizing to build partnerships with

• Build relationships with activist-funders already within philanthropy
Leverage the role of Inter-
mediaries:

• Prioritize joining alliances, coalitions, or networks that serve as intermediaries and have 
commitments to opening up access to new, larger sources of funding

• Ask intermediaries to make direct connections between EJ staff and well aligned funder 
staff

• Request that intermediaries help fill the organizational and programmatic capacity 
needs of EJ organizations (i.e. communications tools, development skills, etc.) 

• Work together to develop shared accountability structures that ensure transparent and 
democratic decision-making processes of intermediaries
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUNDERS
Relationship Building 
& Access: 

• Engage directly with the EJ communities by committing to a number of local site visits each 
year led by EJ organizations 

• Provide travel stipends and invitations to funder gatherings or special convenings where 
funders and EJ organizations can build shared understanding of issues, tactics, and goals

• Provide more opportunities for informal, informational meetings between foundation staff 
and EJ staff

• Broadly disseminate clear, transparent, and shared metrics for evaluating grant applications, 
explicitly defining EJ, EJ organizations, environmental grant goals, and theories of change

• Provide feedback to EJ organizations, particularly first-time applicants, on applications that 
were denied and also throughout the grant process 

• Provide “Get to Know You” introductory grants that are simple to receive and report on
• Make applications simple and reduce the reporting burden overall

Capacity Building: • Prioritize general operating support grants including funding for non-programmatic activities 
like strategic planning and leadership development 

• Help identify, secure, and connect EJ groups to technical and administrative capacity such as a 
shared development consultant, fiscal agents, or technical training for EJ staff 

• Create “administrative hubs” with shared resources such as space, media, video and confer-
encing equipment, and technical experts

• Offer larger, multi-year grants to organizations with smaller annual budgets to build their orga-
nizational and development capacity

• Help identify pooled resources or technical support from funders or other institutional part-
ners that can work collaboratively with EJ orgs

• Offer targeted grants to build the communications & development staff of EJ organizations
Racism & 
Structural power:

• Require all board members and staff undergo racial equity training
• Diversify staff, boards, and leadership in philanthropy, including adding staff with experience 

working in the grassroots sector
• Adopt participatory grant-making practices like the formation of granting circles that include 

EJ organizational representatives that are empowered to shape the strategies, metrics, and 
funding priorities for pooled funds that can go directly to EJ organizations 

• Help connect EJ groups to political power through legislative briefings, policy meetings, and 
informational sessions

• Commit to funding targets that deliver a larger percentage of environmental grant dollars to 
EJ organizations or those groups that are led by people of color and are working primarily in 
EJ communities 

• Support and grow activist-funders within philanthropy - convening affinity groups and sharing 
best practices around anti-racism

• Convene with EJ organizations, intermediaries and related social movement actors to explore 
shared understandings of racial equity and social justice

• Include EJ organizations in the development of philanthropic strategies before they are de-
ployed; include EJ groups in grant making decisions

• Share, disseminate, and utilize clear definitions of equity and EJ that align with grassroots 
groups; share these definitions with boards and leadership as a learning tool

• Adopt evaluation metrics that can value and account for long-term, systemic change 
• Adopt explicit theories of change that are directly informed by and developed with frontline 

groups and examine these against funding strategies and outcomes over time
Leverage the role of 
Intermediaries:

• Create a set of standards to assess the transparency, impact, and representativeness of inter-
mediaries; track funding from intermediaries directly to member EJ organizations

• Leverage intermediaries to build relationships with local EJ organizations and develop relation-
ships with members of intermediaries for more direct funding to EJ organizations 
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Opportunities for EJ Organizations
Relationship Building & Access
A majority of EJ respondents discussed the importance of relationship building opportunities and the need for gatherings 
and meetings where funders could spend time listening to grassroots groups in order to truly understand the issues they 
face and the work that needs to be done. Funders also acknowledged the need to build new relationships with local groups 
by meeting them where they are. One way to build these new relationships would be for EJ groups to invite funders 
to an “EJ Tour” of the community, sharing wins and strategies, and providing funders a deeper sense of the signifi-
cance and scale of the problems and solutions developed on the ground.

I try to just get out and see, going to events that community groups hold, or where community organizations are 
gathering. Whether they’re tabling, or community garden events, just so I can spend more time, because what I 
find is, you meet more EJ leaders when you’re working with and talking with the EJ leaders you already know. 
- Funder 3

One EJ respondent recognized the importance of allowing funders to be vulnerable and make mistakes, especially around 
issues of equity, race, and justice. She surmised that if there was fear among funders around making mistakes, they may 
be less likely to participate and engage. Creating safe spaces and opportunities for learning collectively will 
help build more lasting, trusting relationships. 

Persistence and patience are also key for both sectors in building trusting relationships. Some EJ respondents gave exam-
ples of having to work through difficult periods of external conflict with funders. Additionally, they chose to invest time on 
educating funders on why their issues are so critical and relevant to the broader movement. Persistence is also required 
when applying to the same foundation multiple times before receiving a grant. These processes may help to establish 
new relationships and provide opportunities for the foundations to get to know EJ groups, their capacities, strengths, and 
strategies. 

So it just seems like nine times out of 10 you’re not going to get funding the first time you file an application or kind 
of speak with those folks. It’s really about them getting to know what it is your organization does over a period of 
time. And then kind of buying into that process. - Grassroots Activist 1

Ultimately, there are many foundations in the environmental sector that will not desire to align their theory of change 
toward a more critical stance that is justice-centered. These foundations may still find ways to fund and support EJ groups 
with divergent ideologies, but likely will not direct significant resources that threaten to upend their preferred approaches 
to environmental problems. One foundation respondent spoke candidly about the need to shift attention towards finding 
new funders and new philanthropic sectors that are better aligned with social justice. This pivot away from traditional 
environmental funders would mean spending less effort trying to attract resources from environmental foundations that 
will likely never result in significant funding and focus more on potentially a whole new set of funders to build relationships 
with. These new funders may support areas such as civil rights, democracy, immigration, criminal justice reform, and other 
sectors with a more explicit commitment to racial and social justice, organizing, base building, and direct action. 

I’m just interested in us finding other sources of money, other than trying to ask the same people for the same dol-
lars who clearly don’t or aren’t committed to giving them. So, yeah just thinking about what big pots of money are 
out there. Whether it’s new big donors, lots of small donors. - Funder 13

Capacity Building
A national funder suggested that one way to address the misalignment between EJ organizations and funders would be for 
EJ groups to work on communicating the connection between local work and the broader national narra-
tive so that the relevance of local work is understood in the context of systemic change. Another funder 
emphasized the need for EJ groups to uplift and focus on their solutions rather than on the problems that need 
to be addressed. This may be especially helpful for initiatives that are replicable in other locations or can be brought to 
scale. In turn, funders can help provide communications funding, trainings, and links to professional communications staff 
that would aid EJ groups in crafting these messages.
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There needs to be a greater acknowledgement that it needs to be both [local] and [national]. We do also need to 
look at what are the national and state level policies that can help get us the scale of emissions reductions that we 
need. - Funder 7

Both sectors raised the importance of EJ groups clearly communicating movement “wins”. The philanthrop-
ic sector and the engaged public is often unaware of the successes achieved in the grassroots sector, in part, because 
frontline organizations often lack the resources, time, and staffing to focus on promoting their wins. Additionally, groups 
could find ways to share successes with foundations throughout the year, not just during the grant application period. EJ 
organizations point to examples when mainstream environmental groups have worked with EJ organizations on a success-
ful initiative but failed to share and publicize the EJ group’s contribution to the “win,” essentially erasing them from the 
conversation. This makes it hard for funders to determine if smaller groups have the capacity to accomplish shared goals. If 
grassroots groups that collaborate with more well-funded organizations require upfront commitments to shared commu-
nications strategies and resources, they can secure more visibility for their contributions to wins. 

The groups don’t have as much money to talk about their wins, and so people don’t know about it. I do think the 
lack of communications capacity for a lot of these groups to talk about their wins is one part of the problem, es-
pecially with these big funders that are accustomed to seeing big groups that have a way of making all their wins 
look very visible. - Funder 7

Some funders saw providing communication support as an easy opportunity for collaborating with EJ groups. EJ groups 
may need to think through and define organizational needs and strategize on how to most successfully 
communicate those needs to funders. Funders can support EJ groups by providing technical assis-
tance around crafting their funding pitches. 

Hey, we could all do a better job, particularly those who do more work at a local or regional level, offering ways to 
just help these groups make better asks. It’s not about being a polished pitch, it’s more about pressing these orga-
nizations, “What is it that you actually need money for?” Or “What would you like to do?” - Funder 9 

Leveraging the Power of Intermediaries 
Currently, foundation staff often rely on the role of intermediaries to move money into the EJ sector due to the capacity 
limits of national foundations to disperse relatively small amounts of grant dollars to a large number of grantees across 
the country. However, it is vital that funders not become solely reliant on intermediaries as a proxy for supporting and 
maintaining their relationships with and funding to frontline organizations. It is also equally important that these interme-
diaries recognize that they play a facilitator role in bridging the divide between funders and grassroots organizations in a 
way that builds confidence and trust in the ability of grassroots to carry out grant-funded activities. Intermediaries, like 
the BEA, were created and designed to do just that; to collaborate with both grassroots organizations 
working in the frontlines for environmental justice and the philanthropic sector, and to figure out 
how to rebalance funding so that more money can move to these groups. 

The ability of EJ organizations to grow their staffing, development, operational, and communications capacity will help 
feed a virtuous cycle in which they become more sustainable over time and are able to develop and deepen relationships 
with foundation staff directly. This will ease the burden on the limited program officers to identify and sustain relationships 
on their own terms rather than overly relying on intermediaries. 

So, we really liked the intermediary model. We think it helps to support capacity at the national level while building 
capacity and connections at the local level. At least that’s the hope. We continue to assess the effectiveness of that. 
But for funders like us who have a high threshold for grantmaking it works really well for us because we do have a 
desire to make more funding available for the grassroots. - Funder 13

As intermediaries continue to play an important role in the relationship between smaller, dispersed EJ groups and national 
funders, more attention needs to be paid to the nature of intermediary’s relationships with their members and funders. 
Both sectors can work together to develop accountability structures that ensure transparent, demo-
cratic decision-making processes, tracking systems for funding that passes through, and clear metrics 
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for work that is held by intermediaries. EJ organizations can also consider these metrics prior to joining on to inter-
mediary groups. More research can also be conducted that focuses on the impact, reach, effectiveness, and accountability 
of intermediaries as foundations become increasingly dependent on these groups for funding dispersion. 

Opportunities for Funders 
Relationship Building and Access
Respondents from both sectors discussed the importance of building deeper, more trusting relationships between the two 
sectors. One way the philanthropic community could work towards this goal would be to make commitments to en-
gage directly with EJ organizations. This commitment could be carried out through site visits to local organizations, 
providing opportunities (i.e. invitations and travel stipends) for staff to attend gatherings where funders and organizations 
can build trusting relationships, joining coalitions like the BEA or participating in one on one consultations or informal 
meetings to get to know one another. EJ respondents also articulated an appreciation for funders who make an effort to 
build new funding relationships. In particular they cited funders who made small, unexpected “getting to know you” 
grants without a cumbersome application process. These introductory grants created new funding relationships without 
taking up a considerable amount of staff time or capacity on either end.  EJ respondents also expressed appreciation for 
funders who provided prompt information and feedback throughout the granting process.

Capacity Building 
EJ respondents discussed the ability to do more when restrictions were removed from the allocation of grants. Some foun-
dations have moved away from program-specific funding and instead offer general operating support to ensure that the 
organizations have the maximum amount of flexibility in the use of funds and can help build their internal infrastructure. 
Furthermore, they do not cap the percentage of funding that can go to indirect costs. They develop a process to encourage 
a high degree of autonomy while building a relationship with the organization. 

I would say that [in terms of] capacity or sustainability, general operating is a little more challenging to get funded. 
That would include communications and admin support. Those have always been a challenge for nonprofits, and 
something that we’re looking at focusing on, because in order for us to serve our community and do the things that 
we’re doing, we really need to build that up. - Grassroots Activist 16

Many EJ organizations discussed the need for increased funding specifically for development capacity for 
the grassroots. While most mainstream environmental organizations have staff positions solely for fundraising, most 
grassroots groups do not. Staff from frontline organizations must juggle time spent on community-based work with devel-
opment activities. Additionally, some discussed receiving grants from funders that covered other non-programmatic 
costs such as strategic planning, leadership development, technology, or media efforts. 

The [foundation] basically helped us design a media gathering event, gave us basically the value of the original 
grant and then some media time, staff time, and location time. And left us with actually a really powerful video 
about the project. - Grassroots Activist 14

If there was a way for some [foundations] to collectively put together an administrative hub where people could 
possibly get virtual support, tech support, in a way that would be trusted, that would be bonded, would be secure, 
that could potentially help some of the work we advance, without those small operations of having to take on an 
additional cost...What I’m suggesting is it needs to be done in a more hub fashion, like for the Midwest, or for the 
east coast.  - Grassroots Activist 15

One program officer discussed the need for foundations to increase the amount of funding to support the work of frontline 
EJ groups by leveraging multiple funders to provide a variety of resources. 

You know, we’re actually working with another funder in the region to try to leverage bigger money to frontline 
groups, to think strategically about what support that organization provides, and what support we provide as an 
organization, how could we strategically grant more together? Whether that’s various kinds of technical assistance 
or whether that is grant dollars for operational support or programming. - Funder 2 
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Racism & Structural Power
There was general acknowledgment that philanthropy has considerable work to do to gain the trust of EJ groups and tack-
le the multiple expressions of racism present in the philanthropic sector. However, some activists also acknowledged the 
strides made by some funders to begin to diversify their recruiting by hiring not only people of color, but staff with experi-
ence as community activists or in the EJ field. This type of diversification helps introduce program officers to philanthropy 
who have a different worldview about the work and can also challenge entrenched norms in decision making. Foundation 
respondents also recognized that wealth accumulation is tied to colonialism and structural racism and re-
flected on the changes needed to reform how philanthropy operates in order to address this legacy of racism long-term: 

Our role is to do as best we can in this gate-keeping role to reflect the needs of the field while also, what’s not 
listed in there, but a lot of our work is in organizing philanthropy to shift the practice and culture of philanthropy 
to actually return and redistribute resources to the people in places where it was stolen from. Philanthropy is con-
centrating that wealth. - Funder 12

While foundation respondents pointed to diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives within their respective organizations, 
they acknowledged that more would be needed to tackle systemic and pervasive forms of racism in philanthropy. Foun-
dation respondents also spoke about the need to increase not only staff training but, more important-
ly, board training, on racial equity.  Getting to the board members and shifting their perspectives and understanding 
of the systems of structural and institutional racism is key to shifting the priorities for grantmaking within philanthropy. 

Another way that philanthropy could tackle racial equity would be to allocate a specific percentage of grant dol-
lars (i.e. 75 percent of all environmental grants) to groups working exclusively in communities of col-
or, low-income and Indigenous communities and that are representative of these communities. Some 
local and regional foundations have already begun to take this approach. This strategy has two benefits: 1) it works as a 
‘de-facto’ mechanism to ensure that environmental grant dollars are going mainly to frontline groups, and 2) foundations 
who have built their wealth through a history of colonialism and white privilege are giving back some of that wealth to 
communities that have been most impacted by environmental racism. In reference to one funder who has allocated fund-
ing exclusively to communities of color, one activist admitted: 

They have front-line community priority, so people of color, people working with under-resourced communities 
or under-served communities, they have priority when it comes down to funding. That’s just an equitable way to 
alleviate the funding discrepancy. Other funders, I honestly feel like the funding institution or the funding system is 
still racist, man. In order to fix it, you’ve got to be anti-racist, so you’ve got to also put policy in place that you put 
priority toward front-line communities.” - Grassroots Activist 11

 
Lastly, one of the foundation respondents spoke at length about the need for program officers with a more progres-
sive and explicit commitment to racial equity to serve as organizers within philanthropy. This organiz-
ing can take many forms such as the formation of affinity groups, publishing articles, increasing the 
visibility of grassroots groups at funder convenings, introducing new funding mechanisms via more 
democratic and open grantmaking processes, calling out evidence and best practices for tackling rac-
ism, and finding unlikely allies and funders outside the environmental sector who are further along in 
adopting racial equity measures. Spearheading these initiatives within philanthropy bears risks for program officers 
who may become isolated or lack support from foundation leadership that can perceive them as too radical. This internal 
organizing process will require sustained effort and participation over time to gain a foothold in the philanthropic sector 
and begin to challenge entrenched systems of racism. 

You know, I think this goes back to the need for organizing. Well, there’s both knowledge-building about the history 
of philanthropy and about what’s real and what’s not. …. Why are we doing it that way...It’s a balance of both 
knowledge and skill-building that I think needs to happen inside these different efforts to organize across philan-
thropy. -Funder 12
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Some funders were particularly candid about the need to structurally change processes in grantmaking toward more bot-
tom-up approaches. They admitted that philanthropy should make a commitment toward expanding equity funding by re-
allocating grant dollars directly to grassroots groups, but also sharing power and learning as a foundation strategy toward 
building social equity. In order to ensure grant dollars intended for the grassroots are reaching the sector, it is important 
that funders share and integrate into their guidelines clear definitions of equity and environmental 
justice that align with the grassroots sector. 

I think community-controlled resources are really important here, and community led work. I think the nature of 
foundations is to go into the room and decide what their strategy is independently and then release it publicly, 
and then be like, “This is our new strategy.” I would love to see more foundations give space for the organizations 
on the ground to actually lead what that strategy of the foundation should be, potentially in partnership with the 
foundation. - Funder 2 

This shift in the power dynamics between the grantor and grantee can help challenge the status quo assumptions of 
philanthropy about how change occurs in society. The idea that the solutions to environmental problems comes exclusively 
from boardrooms or academic circles can only be challenged when there is an opening to introduce different perspectives 
into the decision-making process. Most of the program officers acknowledged that the philanthropic sector has to work 
significantly harder to understand issues facing EJ communities and the activism that goes into building equity for these 
communities. In order to better align the theories of change on how to tackle environmental problems, 
funders must first take steps towards a fuller understanding of the ways in which environmental 
problems are intrinsically linked to inequality on the ground. This grounding can also help give foundation 
staff a better appreciation of the complexities and difficulties of frontline work that is likely distant or unfamiliar to staff and 
board members whose worldviews and experiences are informed by a greater degree of privilege.  

There’s nothing worse than trying to put it on the shoulders of people of color and environmental justice or frontline 
communities, educating you about what equity means. I think that’s really important. I also think trying to get out 
there, spend as much time, if you want to work with an environmental justice or frontline community or organiza-
tions, get out in the community and hear and understand first hand what’s going on and how people are talking 
about it so that you’re more grounded when you’re having conversations with groups who are trying to work on 
that issue. - Funder 3

With shared learning and power, funders may perceive that what may seem “risky” in promoting change is actually nec-
essary to tackling racial equity and social justice. Without fundamental changes in the way that funders interact and learn 
from grassroots groups, the sector will continue to struggle to address the root causes of systemic crises like climate 
change and environmental injustice. 
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Conclusion 

The power and scale of the grassroots EJ movement is often overlooked by philanthropy, specifically environmental grant 
makers. The resulting underfunding of EJ organizations systematically neglects those most impacted by the climate emer-
gency, environmental racism, and social and economic inequality. Even as these issues have become areas of interest and 
prioritization in philanthropy, this study confirms that only a tiny fraction of funding is making it to organizations based in EJ 
communities and led by people of color. Despite seeming alignment on the priority issues of environmental grant makers 
and EJ organizations, the funding does not align. This study examined and identified four significant drivers of this mis-
alignment between philanthropy and the EJ sectors: access, capacity, racism, and ideology. The problems of misalignment 
are not insurmountable. This study also revealed critical opportunities for building alignment in face of these barriers. The 
categories of alignment opportunity include (1) a commitment to relationship building and broadening access, (2) invest-
ing in capacity building, (3) tackling racism and structural power and (4) leveraging the power of intermediaries. In the face 
of rising climate emergency and its disproportionate impacts on EJ communities, the alignment of philanthropy and the 
environmental justice movement is urgent for achieving climate justice. 
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Appendix A: Environmental Grants by Region and Sector

National Foundations Environmental Grants by Region and Sector 2016-2017 (N=12)
National: 12

# Environmental Grants Total $ Environmental 
Grants

# Non-EJ 
Grants

Total $ Non-EJ 
Grants

# EJ Grants Total $ EJ Grants

All States 2574 $1,335,928,563 2494 $1,318,081,245 80 $17,847,318

Gulf South 77 $20,028,526 66 $16,303,526 11 $3,725,000

Midwest 469 $193,956,472 457 $192,381,472 12 $1,575,000

Midwest Foundations Environmental Grants by Sector 2016 - 2017 (N=10)
Midwest Funders

# Environmental Grants Total $ Environmental 
Grants

# Non-EJ 
Grants

Total $ Non-EJ 
Grants

# EJ Grants Total $ EJ 
Grants

All States 2,588 $134,108,221 2,556 $133,103,594 32 $1,004,627

Regional 
(Midwest)

1,519 $65,997,609 1,498 $65,433,108 21 $564,501

Gulf South Foundations Environmental Grants by Sector 2016-2017 (N=6)
Gulf South Funders

# Environmental Grants Total $ Environmental 
Grants

# Non-EJ 
Grants

Total $ Non-EJ 
Grants

# EJ Grants Total $ EJ 
Grants

All States 563 $11,578,352 551 $11,423,331 12 $155,021

Regional 
(Gulf South)

417 $8,338,414 406 $8,184,393 11 $154,021
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Appendix B: Voices from the Field: Important Quotes from Interviews

There’s a whole other adjacent set of principles and values and assumptions that ground the work, and the way that we 
show up, and the reasons why we believe those dollars should be moved to the frontlines, not just because they have a 
strategy and the expertise. As Ayanna Presley says, “Those closest to the pain should be closest to the power,” as we think 
about our power-building approach, but we also understand that philanthropy is a symptom of concentrated wealth and 
of racism over time. 
- Funder 12

There are foundations that we have really good relationships with their program officers, that have observed our work 
and have asked how they could support our work, instead of having to do that whole courting of a foundation. And 
they’ve helped us too, even if it’s a matter of making sure that the language that we use in our proposal is relatable to 
their board. - Grassroots Activist 9  

So again, it’s about visibility, like are environmental justice groups visible? Do funders actually believe that they’re viable? 
And do they understand the culture of environmental justice groups and that the work itself is tangible? - Grassroots 
Activist 17 

We were trying to do too much at once, and I think part of it has been on our work, specifically our community organizing 
work. And our policy work, because we based it more on quality, not quantity and a lot of funders base their work on 
quantity. I think that’s where we, philosophically, don’t mix. 
- Grassroots Activist 19

These four program officers got together, I want to say maybe three or four years ago, and were like, “You know what? 
A lot of foundations in Chicago talk a big game, but very few of them actually do the work to fund the way they say they 
want to fund.” So these guys actually got a map on social inequality made, and based on the zip codes that were hurt the 
most by social inequality, they redesigned their guidelines, and they said, “Unless you work in these zip codes, your office 
needs to be based in these zip codes, we will not fund you. - Grassroots Activist 19

[This is] one where I feel more of a genuine partnership with the personal foundation because I’ll be like, “hey let’s sit 
down and talk about what’s happened this quarter and where the organization is” and they’ll be like, “I have thoughts 
and recommendations and fundraising experience and I have a lot of questions for you”....They have been clear when 
they do not agree with strategic decisions we’re making but they never [with]held the funding. - Grassroots Activist 14

Many foundations claiming to be focusing on equity aren’t explicit about racial equity and justice. They end up tokenizing 
frontline leaders, which is harmful not only to those select grantees being tokenized, but also to surrounding organiza-
tions doing good if not better work who haven’t been tapped as token grantees. - Funder 2

A couple [of foundations] have maybe hired a token person, an officer of equity or they’ve literally hired a person of color 
thinking that that was sufficient. And it’s not. And I think this stems from the question of what does equity mean? And 
having very different definitions of it. - Grassroots Activist 19
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